
RETURN TO WORK
OUTSOURCE SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

To find out more about outsourcing your return to work responsibilities contact us via the details below.

ben_sheat@gbtpa.com.au
www.gallagherbassett.com.au

+61 3 9297 9493

Our GB Assist Return to Work services provide an outsourced partnership service where 
we will deliver and manage your internal RTW responsibility with the type of resourcing, 
knowledge and capability many organisation’s struggle to attract and retain.

We map our process to that of your organisation, upholding your brand and releasing your administrative 
divisions to focus on core company business, while we singularly focus on maintaining your workforce  
productivity and return to work. Our tailored return to work services include:

Best Practice Implementation of OHS, injury 
management and RTW strategies, drawing on our 
investment and expertise in these areas.

Cost efficiencies delivered through FTE decrease 
and balance sheet relief.
 
RTW Coordinator Resources are accessible 
throughout business hours with access to 
additional on call specialists available after hours 
where required.

Strategic Advice and Partnership to build your 
organisation’s capability and inform strategic  
decision making, using a research and evidence 
based approach.

Business Insights through performance and system 
reporting capabilities to assist your organisation to 
better articulate decisions and their benefits. 

myGB Client Benefits a unique suite of tools, from 
training to investigations, to support your business to 
maintain productivity and workforce health. 

Leave Coverage and Succession Planning to 
eliminate the risk, costs and effort required to cover 
rosters and conduct recruitment.

National Expertise to ensure your organisation  
remains continuously knowledgeable of legislation 
and result drivers in your operating jurisdictions.

Flexible Pricing Options based on injury volumes 
to give small employers access to technical expertise 
when needed, while larger employers are assured 
dedicated program support.



BECHTEL

Working alongside Bechtel, GB took a hands on approach to return 
to work and rehabilitation.

Bechtel was responsible for the design and build of a liquefied natural gas complex 
through three simultaneous construction projects on Curtis Island, in what remains the 
largest concentration of private capital investment in Australia’s history. At its peak, 
the project employed 30,000 people across seven countries on four continents, with 
14,500 of them on Curtis Island alone. Bechtel paid more than $1.5 billion in local 
wages.

In 2011, Bechtel engaged GB’s expertise to support its return to work obligations, 
providing GB’s injury management systems and the GB Assist claims / injury  
management service. GB introduced an extensive consultation program delivering 
workflow, process maps, policies and procedures to establish a comprehensive  
services and framework for delivery of its services, which was critical given the scale 
of workforce and associated risk of construction.

The GB Assist team of 11 provided support to three LNG projects on Curtis Island and 
two mainland divisions in Gladstone.

The GB Assist service team managed workers across multiple sites and technical  
areas, consulting teams, managers and supervisors to reengage injured workers in 
the projects. As the projects scaled up to full capacity, the GB Assist team responded, 
continuing to drive high level RTW outcomes, resulting in direct financial benefit to 
Bechtel.

Joseph Therkelsen, the Workers’ Compensation Manager of Bechtel Australia,  
recognised the GB Assist performance in “The team’s good work in managing our 
workers and the rehabilitation program has resulted in a 24% reduction in our  
premium rate”

Embedded injury managers improving rehabilitation


